
 

 

December 10, 2015 

 

Tokyu Land Corporation 

 Tokyu Land Corporation (head office: Minato-ku, Tokyo, President: Hitoshi Uemura) is pleased to 

announce the facility name, tenants, and opening date of the “(Provisional Name) Ginza 5 Project” 

currently under construction at the Sukiyabashi Crossing of Ginza. 

 

  <Exterior Image (Noon)>               <Exterior Image (Night)> 

 

One of the largest commercial facilities in the Ginza area has been officially named “TOKYU PLAZA 

GINZA” and will open its doors at the Sukiyabashi Crossing on Thursday, March 31, 2016. 

Arriving in the town of Ginza, which leads the commerce and culture of Japan, the facility was 

developed under the concept of ”Creative Japan: The world becomes exciting from here.” With the 

exterior design using the traditional craft of Edo Kiriko as a motif and tenants that combine distinguished 

tradition with the newest trends, this will become a new landmark that upholds the charm of the Ginza 

area, where tradition and innovation go hand in hand. 

Public spaces will be established for visitors on the 6th floor and rooftop to create a new urban space 

(=plaza) in the town of Ginza. All 13 floors (retail space) will comprise quality and diverse fashion, 

lifestyle goods, and restaurants, as well as the largest in-city airport-style duty-free shop in Tokyo. The 

commercial facility will offer an innovative array of shops for visitors from both Japan and abroad. 

TOKYU PLAZA GINZA will aim to become a new-generation lifestyle destination and world-class 

commercial facility. 

 Name of “(Provisional Name) Ginza 5 Project” Finalized  

to “TOKYU PLAZA GINZA”;  

125 stores to be tenants in the new landmark of Sukiyabashi, Ginza 

—To Open March 31, 2016— 



 

 

 

The development concept is “Creative Japan: The world becomes exciting from here.” The aspiration 

is to further polish the “essence of Ginza,” which is considered to be elegance passed down for 

generations combined with the frontier spirit of incorporating the latest trends on its own terms, thus 

arriving at the concept of “Creative Japan.” The key words are “tradition and innovation.” 

The exterior of the facility was designed under the concept of a “vessel of light” using the traditional 

craft Edo Kiriko as a motif. It’s said that Edo Kiriko was born by fusing the glass techniques of Edo and 

cutting techniques of the West and could be considered in itself a symbol of tradition-innovation fusion. 

The light that spills from the building exterior expresses a “vessel of light” that creates and disseminates 

new information while taking in a variety of cultures. 

TOKYU PLAZA GINZA targets “GINZA Connoisseurs”. This refers to “grown-ups” who have a 

discerning eye for their own lifestyle and substance regardless of age, and the capacity to enjoy 

everyday life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<Exterior Image (Nishi Ginza Street Side)> 

 

 

The facility comprises five floors underground and eleven floors above. The main entrance is on the 

Sukiyabashi Crossing side, which has heavy pedestrian traffic. An escalator here offers direct access to 

the 3rd floor and will guide visitors to the higher floors. Another entrance on the Miyuki Avenue side will 

improve convenience and foot traffic flow. The B2 floor will connect directly to the bustling Tokyo Metro 

Ginza station walkway so visitors can come to the facility regardless of weather. Further, a parking lot for 

about 170 vehicles will be available on the basement floors. This will also connect to Nishi-Ginza Parking, 

which has capacity for approximately 800 vehicles, making the facility easily accessible by car. 

 

 

 

 

<Sukiyabashi Crossing Direct Escalator to 3F>   <B2F Direct Entrance From Underground Walkway> 

Concept and Target 

Facility Plan 

 



 

 

 

 

Based on the concept of “Creative Japan: The world becomes exciting from here,” the facility will offer 

125 shops for visitors to experience/sense tradition and innovation. 

Street-level tenants will be on the 1st and 2nd floors, while food shopping and restaurants will be on 

the B2, 10th, and 11th floors. The B1 and 3rd through 9th floors will sell merchandise. Public spaces that 

serve as icons of the facility will be on the 6th floor and rooftop and made available for taking a break 

during shopping or using as a meeting point. 

 

 

TOKYU PLAZA GINZA has a richly varied line-up of shops that balance distinguished tradition and the 

newest trends, serving as a place to find “the real thing” regardless of borders and time. Space to deliver 

information and culture will also be established so that visitors can experience the concept of “Creative 

Japan: The world becomes exciting from here.” Various content will be disseminated from Ginza in 

collaboration with entities such as Bunkamura (Tokyu Bunkamura, Inc.). 

Floor Plan 



 

 

 

  In addition to an array of high-class brands typical of Ginza, tenants comprise shops that balance 

distinguished tradition and the newest trends. With a total 13 floors (commercial space) that is possible 

only because this is a large-scale development rare in the area, the facility will host fashion/lifestyle good 

shops, restaurants, cafes, a new TOKYU DEPARTMENT select store and a new store from TOKYU 

HANDS. Further, the largest in-city airport-style duty-free shop will open, making this a next-generation 

line-up that will satisfy the urban shopping lifestyles of visitors from both Japan and abroad. 

 

 

 

The B2 and B1 floors are a market of wonderful variety with approximately 30 tenants, offering lifestyle 

goods that are fun to look at and choose, and food shops that can be used for takeout or eat-in. 

 

        The B2 floor connects directly to the underground walkway of Ginza station and features 

food and eat-in shops including the venerable “THE CITY BAKERY”, which is tremendously popular in 

New York. CAVIAR HOUSE & PRUNIER, which operates premier seafood bars and luxury retail 

boutiques in the world’s major airports and high-end shopping districts, will open “CAVIAR HOUSE & 

PRUNIER  SANDWICH HOUSE”, a popular luxury sandwich shop, in Japan for the first time. 

“HANDELS VÄGEN”, popular in Kyoto for its fresh ice cream, will open its first store in Tokyo. “SALON 

adam et rope” operated by JUN CO.,LTD. will open a store alongside its new Japanese-cuisine bistro 

“SALON GINZA SABOU”. This will offer modern Japanese food and lifestyle goods with the concept of 

Farm-to-Table. 

 

       The B1 floor will house “BIRTHDAY BAR TOKYO”—a new format of the popular gift shop 

BIRTHDAY BAR, the handkerchief specialty shop “swimmie”, and the sophisticated “TOUCH & FLOW” 

stationery shop that offers quality lifestyle discoveries and will open for the first time in Tokyo. “「+S」

Spiral  Market GINZA” presents Japanese artisanal manufacturing through creator works and 

“WELEDA” is the pioneering brand of organic cosmetics. This new Ginza zone will feature a rich variety 

of lifestyle goods. “Tully’s Coffee Prime Five” will be Tully’s Coffee’s first bar-style shop and the largest in 

Tokyo with approximately 100 seats. This large-scale café in Ginza will be convenient and inviting, with 

premium coffees, wines, and desserts on the menu. 

 

 

 

A new street of brands will be born in Ginza, with a diverse collection of high-end brand global flagship 

stores that propose innovative style while honoring tradition. 

The street-level space of approximately 110 meters facing Nishi Ginza Dori Street (Sotobori Dori Street) 

will comprise about ten stores, including global flagship stores of time-honored luxury brands, select 

shops that offer world-class items with a discerning eye, an event square, and a café. On the 

Sukiyabashi Crossing side, “BALLY” with a façade designed by a world-renowned international architect 

[B2F–B1F] GINCHIKA MARCHE 

[1F–2F] Flagship Stores 

 

B2F 

B1F 

Tenant Outline 



 

 

and the Italian luxury brand “Kiton” will adorn the new corner, while “CRUCIANI” and “EDWARD 

GREEN” add color. The adjacent line-up of “EMPORIO ARMANI”, “HACKETT LONDON”, 

“STRASBURGO”, “HUNTER”, and “GLOBE-TROTTER” double-level shops each feature distinctive 

façades and unique store designs to fully render the worldview of their brands and will offer top-class 

hospitality such as bespoke services. At the corner of Miyuki Dori Avenue, Mitsubishi Electric will open 

an event space called “METoA Ginza”, where hands-on events will be held regularly. Including a café on 

the first floor, the facility will help foster a sense of excitement and provide visitors a place to relax. On 

the Sukiyabashi Park side, “PÄRLA”, which is popular for its authentic crepes for adults, will open, 

creating new bustle in the park area.                 *METoA Ginza will be a three-storey level tenant. 

 

 

Targeting adults who prefer the real thing, approximately 40 shops will open with a line-up of stylish, 

fine-quality fashion items.  

 

 The 3rd floor can be entered directly from Sukiyabashi Crossing and will offer fine-quality, 

sophisticated fashion. The British “SUNSPEL”, which proposes quality modern lifestyles, will open its 

first store in Japan. The scarf brand “marumasu” that fuses innovation with the tradition of a venerable 

dye factory founded in 1901 will also open its first shop. Kenji Takenaka, a flower designer based in New 

York, will also open his flower shop “SIKIRO NEWYORK” in Japan for the first time. 

 

 The 4th floor will feature women’s select shops that disseminate trends, such as the Italian 

ladies’ fashion shop “ottod’Ame” making its debut in Japan, “FIGARO Paris”, “essence of ANAYI”, and 

“CASA VIA BUS STOP”. Kazutoshi Narita, who worked at Pierre Hermé and Joel Robuchon and is 

currently chef/patissier of Restaurant ESqUISSE will open the new café “La nouvelle boutique 

ESqUISSE” on the same floor, for a line-up of fine-quality, sophisticated shops for women. 

  

       The 5th floor comprises fashion and lifestyle goods for adults. “MARcourt DESIGN EYE”, 

which will add men’s items to its ladies’ fashion collection, and the lifestyle brand “SLOW HOUSE”, which 

proposes food, clothing, and home items through its unique perspective and ideas, will open on this floor. 

Other tenants include “quadro/sot”, which features fine-quality fashion especially made in Japan, and 

“Nigel Cabourn WOMAN THE ARMY GYM”. Nigel Cabourn offers enduring values to those who 

continue to seek the real thing and this will be his first store that focuses on women’s items. 

 

TOKYU DEPARTMENT STORE’s newly developed select store “HINKA RINKA” will span 

approximately 600 tsubo (nearly 20,000 ㎡) on the 3rd through 5th floors. Discerning buyers select the 

latest sophisticated items from Japan and abroad and propose fresh unparalleled adult fashion. The 3rd 

floor will feature a proprietary selection of lifestyle goods and “Timeless Tokyo”. The 4th floor will offer a 

rich line-up for visitors to discover their personal style, with more than 1,000 pairs of ladies’ shoes and 

the select apparel shop “The SECRETCLOSET”. The 5th floor will present the concept of “Standard from 

Tokyo” and the chocolate boutique & café “CACAO MARKET by MarieBelle” will open for the first time in 

the Kanto region. 

[3F–5F] Fashion, Fashion and Lifestyle Goods, Cafes 

 

 

3F 

4F 

5F 



 

 

 

 

Visitors will discover the genuine things of Japan that are world-class worthy. This fashion/lifestyle 

goods market is for discerning adults who prefer the real thing. 

 

       The 6th floor features the men’s Japanese fashion brand “IKIJI” from the Sumida district of 

Tokyo, which incorporates the Edo spirit into modern lifestyles, and the first brick-and-mortar “FUJIMAKI 

hyakkaten”, from the online shopping site that introduces exquisite items along with their stories under 

the theme of “Japan.” Other stores include: “hamamonyo kime”, which specializes in “playful, new 

Japanese-style” tenugui; “SIWA Collection”, the first shop from SIWA, which expands upon the 

possibilities of paper; and the embroidery shop “KYO-TO-TO”, opening for the first time in Tokyo. A total 

of 19 stores represent Japan’s artisan techniques, subtleties, ability to compile, and tradition + 

innovation. 

 

         The 7th floor will house “HANDS EXPO”, the new store from 

TOKYU HANDS, and “LightUp/Zekoo” from LightUp Shopping Club. HANDS 

EXPO’s concept is “linking cultures, generating culture” and will comprise the 

five zones of “wa(和)・miyako(都)・chi(知)・bi(美) and syoku(食)”. These 

cultural zones, with their multiple themes, blend into each other, and induce a 

chemical reaction of sorts to leave a lasting impact on all visitors. There is also a café on site to allow for 

the transmission of culture to set the stage for active participation, new tastes and new friends.  

 

 

 

“Lotte Duty-Free Store Ginza”, the largest in-city airport-style duty-free shop, will open with a selection 

of fashion, jewelry, watches, cosmetics, and more, mainly comprising stylish luxury brands.  

 

 The 8th floor will comprise luxury brand boutiques from around the world and a watch shop. The 9th 

floor will carry cosmetics, jewelry, perfumes, and watches, for a line-up of duty-free items that is unique 

to this large-scale shop. Because it’s an in-city airport-style duty-free shop, inbound visitors as well as 

Japanese visitors who will travel abroad can leisurely shop for items that are exempt from customs 

duties, consumption tax, liquor tax, and cigarette tax. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<Image of Duty-Free Store Interior> 

[6F–7F] FIND JAPAN MARKET 

 

 

6F 

7F 

[8F–9F] Duty-Free Store 

 



 

 

 

Ginza’s new restaurant & dining zone will offer the fun of choosing from 20 restaurants. 

 

With an open terrace inspired by the Ginza Brick Masonry Street at its center, the 10th floor 

concept is a new “watering hole for adults.” Offerings will include “Nemuro HANAMARU”’s rotating 

gourmet sushi with meticulously selected seasonal fish and “Bareburger”’s hugely popular organic and 

all natural gourmet burgers from New York. Thai beer maker SINGHA will open its beer restaurant 

“SINGDEE TERRACE” in Japan for the first time, as will “Guy & Jo's Hawaiian Style Café” from the Big 

Island. “TsuruTonTan UDON NOODLE Brasserie” is a new restaurant from TsuruTonTan that proposes 

a new brasserie style in a restaurant spanning 140 tsubo (460 ㎡). Both domestic and international 

visitors are sure to enjoy this. 

 

      On this top floor of the facility, TRANSIT GENERAL OFFICE, which is responsible for many 

restaurants in the spotlight, will bring the modern Greek restaurant “THE APOLLO” from Sydney to 

Japan for the first time. “Ozakigyu Yakiniku Ginza HIMUKA” is a new Japanese BBQ restaurant that will 

serve Ozaki beef, a high-profile personal-brand beef. The venerable Kyoto restaurant Shimogamasaryo 

operated by broadcast writer Kundo Koyama will open its new restaurant “Shimogamosaryo 

Higashinohanare / Nomae” for the first time in Ginza. 

 We will spread Japan’s wonderfully diverse food culture and true hospitality to the world from Ginza. 

 

 

 Public spaces will be available on the 6th floor and rooftop for visitors to relax while enjoying views of 

Ginza through the Edo Kiriko motif glass. These spaces are meant to serve as urban PLAZAs to provide 

a new place in Ginza to unwind and make new discoveries. 

 

[6F KIRIKO LOUNGE] 

The lounge café “Sukiyabashi Sabo” will be open all-day in the space with an elevated ceiling about 27 

meters high. Cultural/information events will also be held regularly. 

 ◆Collaboration with Bunkamura 

Kiriko Lounge will regularly host events in collaboration with 

Bunkamura, a cultural complex in Shibuya. Themes for a year-round 

series are “the four seasons” and “spring/summer/fall/winter.” The 

beauty of the seasons will be expressed through various cultural art 

genres, including music, traditional performance art, and traditional art. 

  TOKYU PLAZA GINZA aims to disseminate culture uniquely by 

introducing artists and new talent who embody “Creative Japan,” 

offering diverse cultural art to match the tastes of discerning adults in 

Ginza, and planning collaborations that cross category borders.                                                                             

[10F–11F] GINMACHI DINING 

 

 

11F 

10F 

Public Space 

 

<Kiriko Lounge Image>  



 

 

 [Rooftop KIRIKO TERRACE] 

 The rooftop open-air KIROKO TERRACE will comprise two zones, the Green Side with lush greenery 

and the Water Side that features a wide basin. A weeping cherry tree has been planted as a symbol tree 

on the Green Side to express the four Japanese seasons. “The Sakura no Chaya” café will be opened 

here also, offering light drinks and food. 

      <Kiriko Terrace Green Side Image>           <Kiriko Terrace Water Side Image > 

 

 

 

 In preparation for facility opening, we also worked to upgrade the environment in the surroundings, 

such as enhancing the neighboring Sukiyabashi Park and improving the underground walkway. These 

measures will improve convenience and the traffic flow for those who visit Ginza. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           <Sukiyabashi Park Image> 

TOKYU PLAZA GINZA is an urban commercial facility that offers global brand flagship stores, an 

in-city airport-style duty-free shop, and public spaces. 

 Tokyu Land Corporation positions TOKYU PLAZA GINZA as a flagship to be the most innovative and 

influential Tokyu Plaza facility and will propose new lifestyles to customers through this flagship. 

TOKYU PLAZA GINZA shall serve as a new landmark of Ginza, Tokyo, and aim to serve as a gateway 

between Ginza and Japan, and between Japan and the world. 

Nearby Environmental Upgrades 



 

 

 

“TOKYU PLAZA GINZA” Facility Summary  

Location  5-2-1,Ginza, Chuo-ku,Tokyo 

Access  Tokyo Metro Ginza Line, Marunouchi line, Hibiya line  

   1 minute walk from Ginza station C2 exit  

Tokyo Metro Hibiya line, Chiyoda line  

2 minute walk from Hibiya station A1 exit 

Tokyo Metro Yurakucho line  

2 minute walk from Yurakucho station A0 exit  

JR Yamanote line, Keihin-Tohoku line  

4 minute walk from Yurakucho station, Ginza exit  

Floors  B5 to 11F  

 Area  Lot size: 3,766.73 ㎡, total floor area: Approximately 50,000 ㎡ 

Construction Steel, partial reinforced concrete construction,  

   steel-framed reinforced concrete construction 

Use      Stores (2nd floor basement to 11th floor), parking lot 

Design, direction Nikken Sekkei Ltd. 

Construction Shimizu Corporation 

Market Design Infix Design, Inc. 

Opening March 31, 2016 

Website http://ginza.tokyu-plaza.com/ 

 

   

■Map 

                     

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

B2F 

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Food & Café
Seafood/sandwiche
s

CAVIAR　HOUSE　＆　PRUNIER
SANDWICH　HOUSE

CAVIAR HOUSE ＆ PRUNIER
JAPAN KK

●

Food & Café Japanese pasta CONANA potmak Co.,Ltd.

Food & Café
Ochazuke &
Japanese soups

komeraku TUB Associates CO.,Ltd. ●

Food & Café Bakery Café THE　CITY　BAKERY FONZ Co.,Ltd.

Lifestyle Goods
Lifestyle goods,
food

SALON adam et ropé JUN CO.,LTD.

Food & Café Japanese bistro SALON GINZA SABOU JUN CO.,LTD. ●

Food & Café Soup Soup　Stock　Tokyo Smiles Co., Ltd.

Food & Café Tonkatsu Sukiyabashi　IMAKATSU Grasseeds inc. ●

Food & Café Sushi bar Tachi-sushi Nemuro HANAMARU HANAMARU. Inc ●

Food & Café Deli DexeeDeli AD Emotion Co., Ltd.

Food & Café Wine-Food Bar TOKUOKA TOKUOKA Co., Ltd. ●

Food & Café Ice Cream HANDELS VÄGEN FLEX INC. ●

Food & Café Ramen RAMEN　KEISUKE Grandcuisine,inc ●

*Tenant names are listed in order of the Japanese alphabet.  

B1F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TOKYU PLAZA GINZA Stores 

*As of date; subject to change. 

 

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Fashion Goods Lifestyle goods
URBAN　RESEARCH　Make
Store

URBAN RESEARCH  CO.,Ltd.

Cosmetics/Services Cosmetics WELEDA WELEDA JAPAN Co.,Ltd.

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods everyday　by　collex
ABAHOUSE INTERNATIONAL
Co.

Café Apple pie
GRANNY　SMITH　APPLE　PIE
＆　COFFEE

FUNGO CO.,Ltd.

Cosmetics/Services Fragrances The　PERFUME　OIL　FACTORY Tokyo Perfume oil CO.,Ltd. ●

Lifestyle Goods Handkerchiefs swimmie OLD-FASHIONED COMPANY

Fashion Goods Accessories STELLAR　HOLLYWOOD OMOTENASHI Inc.

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods TOUCH＆FLOW Designphil Inc. ●

Café Specialty coffee Tully's　Coffee　Prime　Five Tully's Coffee Japan Co.,Ltd. ●

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods 212　KITCHEN　STORE ASPLUND CO.,LTD.

Cosmetics/Services Cosmetics ＮＥＡＬ'Ｓ YARD REMEDIES NEAL'S YARD REMEDIES Inc.

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods BIRTHDAY BAR TOKYO mag style. ●

Cosmetics/Services
Clothing/shoes/bag
alterations

Beyond　Bespoke TSUZUKI CO.,LTD. ●

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods 「+S」Spiral Market GINZA Wacoal Art Center

Cosmetics/Services Cosmetics Rirerecipe NEUVE・A CO.,LTD.

*Tenant names are listed in order of the Japanese alphabet.



 

 

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s EMPORIO　ARMANI　GINZA Giorgio Armani Japan Co., LTD

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s
Kiton/CRUCIANI/EDWARD
GREEN

LIDEA Co., Ltd.

Fashion goods Bags/accessories Globe-Trotter　Ginza
GLOBE-TROTTER ASIA
PACIFIC LTD

●

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s STRASBURGO LIDEA Co., Ltd.

Fashion Men’s HACKETT　LONDON Hackett Japan Ltd.

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s BALLY　GINZA Bally Japan Ltd.

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s HUNTER　GINZA　FLAGSHIP Hunter Japan Co., Ltd. ●

Café Australian café
me's　cafe　＆　kitchen　at
METoA　Ginza

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation ●

Service Event space
Mitsubishi　Electric　Event
Square　METoA　Ginza

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation ●

*METoA Ginza will open on 1F–3F.
*Tenant names are listed in order of the Japanese alphabet.

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Food & Café Crepes PÄRLA DROM Corporation ●

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Cosmetics/Services Hair salon KOZO AVEDA GINZA
KOZO BEAUTY SALON
CO.,LTD.

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Fashion Ladies’ ANGLOBAL　SHOP ANGLOBAL

Fashion goods Bags/accessories ANDREA　MABIANI Kuipo Co.,Ltd. ●

Fashion goods Jewelry Heroomtage　Deux Beyond works

Fashion Ladies’ CONCENTO　PARIS　H.P.FRANCE H.P.FRANCE S.A.

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s SUNSPEL ANGLOBAL ●

Lifestyle goods Flowers SIKIRO　NEWYORK
TAKENAKA TEIEN RYOKKA
CO.,LTD

●

Cosmetics/Services Cosmetics THANN THANN Natural Inc.

Food Tea TWG Tea Boutique Tokyu Gourmet Front Co.,Ltd

Fashion Ladies’ HINKA　RINKA
TOKYU DEPARTMENT STORE
CO.,LTD.

●

Lifestyle goods Lifestyle goods FRANCJOUR FRANCJOUR CO.,Ltd. ●

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s PLAIN PEOPLE One be One.Inc

Fashion Ladies’ MARGARET　HOWELL ANGLOBAL

Fashion goods Scarves marumasu Marumasu Dyeing CO.,Ltd.
●

(New Shop)

*Tenant names are listed in order of the Japanese alphabet.
*HINKA RINKA will open on 3F–5F.

1F–2F (Nishi Ginza Dori Street (Sotobori Dori Street) side) 

 

1F (Sukiyabashi Park side)  

2F 

3F 

 

 

*As of date; subject to change. 

 



 

 

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Fashion Ladies’ URBAN　RESEARCH URBAN RESEARCH  CO.,Ltd.

Fashion Ladies’ Whim　Gazette PAL CO.,LTD

Fashion Ladies’ essence　of　ANAYI FAR EAST COMPANY INC.

Fashion goods Bags/accessories Ｅｐｏｉ　block AJIOKA Co., Ltd. ●

Fashion goods Bags/accessories Hervé　Chapelier OUESSANT SARL.

Fashion Ladies’ ottod'Ame STOCKMAN CO.,LTD. ●

Fashion Ladies’ CASA　VIA　BUS　STOP
ONWARD GLOBAL FASHION
CO.,Ltd.

Fashion goods Jewelry Carré　Jewellery
NICHE INTERNATIONAL
CO.,LTD.

Fashion Ladies’ Sinequanone STOCKMAN CO.,LTD.

Fashion goods Hats Chapeau　d'　O KURIHARA CORPORATION. ●

Fashion goods Jewelry TILLA　EARTH TILLA EARTH Inc.

Fashion Ladies’ NINE dxc Inc.

Fashion goods Jewelry PANDORA
PANDORA Jewelry Japan
Limited

Fashion Ladies’ FIGARO　Paris BAYCREW'S CO.,LTD.

Café Sweets
La　nouvelle　boutique
ESqUISSE

Med Support Systems.,co ltd. ●

*Tenant names are listed in order of the Japanese alphabet.

4F 

 

5F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Lifestyle Goods Bags/accessories L.L.Bean L.L.Bean International ●

Fashion goods Eyewear KANEKO　OPTICAL KANEKO OPTICAL CO., LTD.

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s quadro/sot UMIKAWA-SHOJI co,.ltd.

Fashion goods Watches G-SHOCK　STORE
CASIO Marketing Advance CO.,
LTD.

Fashion goods Bags/accessories SKAGEN Fossil Japan Inc. ●

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s snow peak Snow Peak, Inc.

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods SLOW　HOUSE ACTUS Corporation

Fashion goods Jewelry chan　luu Chan Luu JAPAN Inc

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s
Nigel　Cabourn　WOMAN　THE
ARMY　GYM

OUTER LIMITS CO. ●

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s
nest　Robe　/　nest　Robe
CONFECT

NEXT CO.,LTD

Fashion goods Shoes BIRKENSTOCK BIRKENSTOCK JAPAN Co.,Ltd.

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s MARcourt　DESIGN　EYE Mother’s Industry co.,ltd. ●

Fashion goods Jewelry Lijou JEWEL DAI-ICHI
●

(New Shop)

Fashion Ladies’
yuni　IS　LIKE　A　FLOWER　TO
ME.

AMBIDEX CO.,LTD. ●

*Tenant names are listed in order of the Japanese alphabet.
*As of date; subject to change. 

 



 

 

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods HANDS　EXPO TOKYU HANDS INC. ●

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s LightUp／Zekoo LightUp Shopping Club Inc.

*Tenant names are listed in order of the Japanese alphabet.

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Duty-Free Shop - LOTTE　DUTY　FREE　GINZA Lotte Duty Free Japan Co.,Ltd. ●

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Lifestyle Goods Towels iori IORI Inc.

Fashion Men’s IKIJI SEIKO CORPORATION

Fashion Ladies’ & men’s evam　eva kondo knit co.,ltd.

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods ENCOUNTER　Madu　Ginza FASHION SUGA CO.,LTD. ●

Fashion Ladies’ kagure URBAN RESEARCH CO.,LTD.

Fashion goods Eyeglasses Kamuro KAMURO OPTICAL CO., LTD.

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods KYO-TO-TO DUOMO CO.,LTD. ●

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods COOP STAND LIVES Inc. ●

Fashion goods Neckties giraffe Smiles Co., Ltd.

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods SIWA　Collection ONAO CO.,LTD.
●

(New Shop)

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods Suzando　Hashimoto Suzando Hashimoto Co.,Ltd.

Cosmetics/Services
Health&Beauty
Goods

Tree　of　life TREE OF LIFE CO., LTD.

Fashion goods Socks Tabio Tabio Corporation

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods Native　Cotton　by　steteco.com as CORPORATION

Lifestyle Goods Lifestyle goods Hacoa　DIRECT　STORE Yamaguchi Craft Co.Ltd

Lifestyle Goods Tenugui hamamonyo kime CASE corporation ●

Fashion goods Bags/accessories FUJIMAKI　hyakkaten caramo, Inc.
●

(New Shop)

Cosmetics/Services Cosmetics makanai D-FIT CO.,Ltd.

Café Coffee Marufuku　Coffee　Ginza　Salon Marufuku Coffee Co.,Ltd

*Tenant names are listed in order of the Japanese alphabet.
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Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Restaurant Hawaiian grill
Guy　＆　Jo's　Hawaiian　Style
Café

DARUMA&Co.,Ltd ●

Restaurant Rotating sushi
Kaiten-sushi　Nemuro
HANAMARU

HANAMARU. Inc

Restaurant Japanese cuisine Ginza　Itadori ITADORI TOKYO ●

Restaurant Chinese/ramen SI SEN TAN TAN MEN 1841
JYO FOOD PRODUCTION
CO.,LTD

●

Restaurant Thai cuisine SINGDEE TERRACE SINGHA JAPAN inc. ●

Restaurant Beef tongue Sendai　Gyutan　Sen　Rikyu RIKYU Corporation. ●

Restaurant
Udon/Japanese
cuisine

TsuruTonTan　UDON　NOODLE
Brasserie

K-Express Co.,Ltd. ●

Restaurant Hamburgers Bareburger Bareburger Japan Co.,Ltd.

Restaurant
Modern Buenos
Aires

MOTTA　PORTENO CAMINO.co ●

Restaurant Spain bar LA　BODEGA Akinai Co.,Ltd.

*Tenant names are listed in order of the Japanese alphabet.

Category Subcategory Name Company New Business Japan First Tokyo First

Restaurant Modern Greek THE APOLLO APPOLO JAPAN Co.,Ltd. ●

Restaurant Japanese cuisine uogashi　jiromatsu Shoufudo Inc. ●

Restaurant
Grilled
eel/Japanese
cuisine

Unagi　Toku TOKU Corporation

Restaurant Teppanyaki Teppanyaki Ginza　TETSUJU Yamatogushi Planning Co.,Ltd. ●

Restaurant Japanese barbeque
Ozakigyu　Yakiniku　Ginza
HIMUKA

meetnix Co.,Ltd.
●

(New Shop)

Restaurant
Deep-fried skewers
& Wine

Kushikatsu&Wine AGEHA Yamatogushi Planning Co.,Ltd. ●

Restaurant Chinese cuisine GOZENBO　GARDEN TOKO CO.,Ltd ●

Restaurant Japanese cuisine Ginza Hanatare FirstDrop Co.,Ltd.

Restaurant Soba/yakitori
CHICKEN＆HANDMADE　SOBA
TORISUKI

Ramura Co.,Ltd. ●

Restaurant Japanese cuisine
Shimogamosaryo
Higashinohanare / Nomae

Shimogamosaryo Co.,Ltd. ● ●

*Tenant names are listed in order of the Japanese alphabet.
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